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**Blocking notice (Embargo)**

*(to be submitted to the University Library after approval, together with the OPUS FAU publication contract)*

Thesis author: ____________________________________________________________

Thesis title: ______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Faculty: __________________________________________________________________

I hereby request the temporary blocking of the publication of my thesis in accordance with section 15 subsections 6 and 7 of the Doctoral Regulations of Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) - RPromO - of 21 January 2013 (RPromO) in the currently applicable version.

**Rationale:**

☐ Parts of the thesis have been submitted for publication at:

________________________________________________________________________

<Journal/s> / <Date/s>

☐ Submission of one or more patent applications to DPMA (German Patent and Trade Mark Office):

<Date/s>

Please see reverse page
After the approval of this dissertation blocking note, please enter the end date of the requested embargo period when uploading your thesis to OPUS FAU in the field “Date of online publication (Embargo Date)” (German version: Veröffentlichungsdatum (online) - Embargo-Datum).

The embargo will be automatically lifted after the embargo period ends unless an extension (maximum: 1 additional year) has been requested and granted in good time* before expiration with the same blocking notice form. Once the embargo has been lifted, a retrospective extension of the embargo period will not be possible. A premature lifting of the embargo can be effected by written request of both signing parties. I hereby agree to these terms.

I acknowledge the relevant Doctoral Regulations of FAU (RPromO) and Faculty Doctoral Regulations (FPromO) pertaining to my doctoral procedures, including any provisions within the FPromO that deviate from the RPromO. I am aware of the fact that I may no longer legally carry my doctoral degree if the formal requirements for the publication of my thesis at OPUS FAU cannot be met by the time the requested embargo period ends.

My application for the initiation of my doctoral procedures has been admitted on:

________________________
<Date>

I hereby request the:

☐ first time embargo for one year starting from: __________________

☐ final extension of a previous embargo for one additional year*

________________________  __________________________
<Place of signing, date>   <Doctoral candidate’s signature>

________________________  __________________________
<Place of signing, date>   <Supervisor’s signature>

* Please submit the request for an extension of the first embargo period at least 30 days before the end of that embargo period. In order to be processed in time, the approved request form for the extended embargo must be submitted to the University Library at least 14 days before the initial embargo ends.